Breast cancer incidence using administrative data: correction with sensitivity and specificity.
To estimate breast cancer incidence in the general population using a method that corrects for lack of sensitivity and specificity in the identification of incident breast cancer in inpatient claims data. Two-phase study: phase 1 to identify incident cases in claims data, and phase 2 to estimate sensitivity and specificity in a subset of the population. Two algorithms (1: principal diagnosis; 2: principal diagnosis+specific surgery procedures) were used to identify incident cases in claims of women aged 20 years or older, living in a French district covered by a cancer registry. Sensitivity and specificity were estimated in one district and used to correct incident cases identified. The sensitivity and specificity for algorithms 1 and 2 were 69.0% and 99.89%, and 64.4% and 99.93%, respectively. In contrast to specificity, the sensitivity for both algorithms was lower for women younger than 40 years and older than 65 years. Cases reported by cancer registries were closer to cases identified with algorithm 2 (-3.2% to +20.1%) and to corrected numbers with algorithm 1 (-1% to +15%). To obtain reliable estimates of breast cancer incidence in the general population, sensitivity and specificity, which reflect medical and coding practice variations, are necessary.